BIG DATA VALUE ASSOCIATION

Dear Big Data Value Community,

Welcome to the last BDVA/BDV PPP Newsletter of the year 2018. We are delighted to share many news, opportunities and achievements from the Big Data Value Community.

SEASON GREETINGS AND HAPPY 2019!

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

- EC and Members States announce a coordinated plan on AI
- BDVA and eRobotix sign a MoU to boost AI progress in Europe
- BDVA AI Position Paper
- BDVA and ETF4HPC sign a MoU at ICT2018
- BDVA new leadership
- Outcomes of the DLH to WS meeting on Big Data and AI

BDVA ACTIVITIES AND BDVA COMMUNITY

BDVA welcomes 16 new members
BDVA i-Spaces 2018 labels
Data-driven Collaborative Intelligences in Smart Manufacturing
The technology stacks of HPC and Big Data Computing (joint paper)

EBDV 2018 is over, next station Finistand!
BDVA PPP Monitoring report 2017
BDVA Activity Group meeting January 23 - Brussels
i-Spaces session on EBDVF 2018

BDV PPP IMPLEMENTATION

Relevant presence of the BDV PPP / BDVA at EDDVF18 and ICT2018
Yearbook of the Big Data Value PPP available online
More BDV webinars coming in 2019!
EW-Shopp: the impact of weather on advertising performance
PitStop and the Guggenheim: the EDI startups gather in Bilbao to work on their Big Data challenges
TransformingTransport unveils its latest Big Data pilot results and technologies at ICT 2018

e-SIDES new white paper: Privacy-preserving technologies are not widely integrated into big data solutions – yet
AEGIS Ethics Advisory Board’s Report and the AEGIS strategy for assessment of data protection and ethical issues are published
Business Models for Big Data: developing the appropriate solution for the AEGIS platform
BigMedlytics: the largest EU-funded initiative to improve healthcare outcomes through big data
DataBench project finishes Its first year of activity with successful results

BECOME A BDVA MEMBER!

GET INVOLVED! »

UPCOMING EVENTS

26 - 28 JUNE
BDV PPP Members / BDVA AG33
Paris

28 OCTOBER
European Big Data Value Forum 2019
Antwerp

15 - 16 JANUARY
APRILIA-AL, ARNEA, EPoS - joint ECS Brokerage Brussels

23 JANUARY
BDVA Activity Group Meeting (AG18)
JOHN MORRIS Rome
Brussels

28 FEBRUARY
Through the looking glass: AI platforms between governance and technology regulation
Louvain-la-Neuve

17 JANUARY
Connected Smart Cities Conference Brussels

27 FEBRUARY
BDVA Activity Group Meeting (AG21)
JOHN MORRIS Brussels
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